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 Whether in consultation with family, 
fellow researchers, librarians or archivists, 
or when visiting ancestral villages overseas, 
genealogical researchers will find an 
advantage if able to pronounce German 
surnames and place-names. For postulating 
spellings or unscrambling data from verbal 
sources, some knowledge of the spoken 
language is absolutely essential. 
 
 After some study and practice, the 
most flagrant pronunciation errors can be 
eliminated with much less effort than the 
effort required to become fluent in the 
language.  In order to achieve perfection, the 
subtleties of pronunciation and explore 
dialectic variations will require extended 
conversation and reading practice beyond 
the essentials presented here. 
 
 
 Published German-English dictionaries 
use a stunning array of over 45 symbols, 
developed by the International Phonetic 
Association, to define German phonetic 
pronunciation.  Casual users may find the 
definitions somewhat tedious to memorize 
and use, and some definitions are given in 
terms of languages other than English, of 
which they may have no knowledge.  In the 
accompanying table I have interpreted, 
possibly with some reduced accuracy, all 
pronunciation to equivalent letters of 
popular American English. 
 

 Pronunciation of the following letters 
is only a Little Different from The 
English: 
 
 German Sounds Like 
 Letter English letter 
 
 b - b or with a "p" sound 
 c -  k 
 d -  d  or, other than as the  
  initial letter with a "t"  
  sound 
 g -  g  as in "go" 
 j -  y 
 l - l (with tongue forward,  
  open lips) 
 pf - pf - pronounce both letters 
     without hesitation 
 r  - r, as first letter with slight  
  roll 
 sch - sh (lengthened and   
  emphasized) 
 v - f 
 w - v 
 th - t, or sometimes a slight d  
  sound 
 
 
The Good News is that several of the 
German letters are pronounced very much 
like English, so that for one studying the 
bare essentials, they can be considered 
equivalent: 
 
 f, h, m, n, p, q, t. 
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 The Letters Most Often 
Mispronounced, listed in the table on the 
following page, should be thoroughly 
learned. 
 
 Reduce confusion with the 
pronunciation of "ie" and "ei" by following 
the rule "like-last-letter-in English":  
 German "ei" sounds like the alphabetic 
  English "i";  
 German "ie" sounds like the alphabetic 
  English "e". 
 
 In contrast with English, the German 
letter "e" is always pronounced, even when 
the last letter in the word, where it is 
pronounced as a short "e", as indicated in 
the table. 
 
 Pronounce "ch", when not preceded by 
an "s", as you would pronounce a "k" and 
not as in the English word "much" or 
"cherry".  The German "ch" (k-sound) is 
softened by raising the back of the tongue 
and exhaling slightly. 
 
 When pronouncing the combinations 
"eu" or "äu", don't try to pronounce the 

individual letters, just say a clear "oy" as in 
the English word "boy". 
 
 Be careful, when pronouncing the 
German letter "z", to emphasize the "ts" 
sound without a buzz.  (Save the z-buzz for 
the single German letter "s", which, except 
when followed by t or c, should buzz like 
the English letter "z"). 
 
 Protrude and round the lips when 
pronouncing the long versions of the 
umlauts (ä, ö, ü). 
 
 Nothing can replace practice and 
listening to others, who are fluent, 
pronounce words.  Hours spent in a reading 
or conversational German class will provide 
a head start in development of your 
pronunciation skills.  Tape recorded 
instruction, with read-along text, is also 
helpful. 
 
 Even though your place names and 
surnames are not likely to appear in the 
dictionary, the phonetic notation for similar 
words and syllables may help in forming the 
correct pronunciation. 
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Most Often Mispronounced: - (In terms of Common English Sounds and Syllables) 

 
German 
Letter(s) German Usage Typical German Words English Sound 
 
ie  -"long"  except Familie Gebiet, spielen, Sieg  field, chief 
ei  -"long"  Kartei, Heirat, Bleistift  kite, height 
 
a - long bef single cons'nt, a, or h  Vater, haben, Wagen father, almond 
e - long  gehen, ledig, nebst make, gay, ray 
e - short  end of words Brille, bitte, Käse  bet, comma, saga 
ch -  Buch, ich, noch, machen Dick, rake,  
    (somewhat 
     soft and   
    lengthened) 
eu, äu -  Deutsch, feuer, läuft boy 
z - always Zimmer, Zeit "its", Fritz 
 
After Mastering Those Above 
i - long before single consonant Berlin, Termin  fleet, police 
u - long   Uhr, Junge, Geburt cool, soon 
 
Work on these too 
ä (ae) - long  späte,  late 
  - short älteste fell, fail 
ö (oe) - long  Öl,  bird, curl 
  - short möchte gawk, oar 
ü (ue) - long  über,  few, euchre 
  - short verückt prick, purple 
a - short before double consonants Gattin gotten 
i - short            " bitte, bin,  pin, kiss, jitter 
o  - short            " Sonntag, besonders son 
u - short            " Krupp, Mutter, but  
st, sp - start of words stehen, sprechen sht__, shp__ 
s - before vowels lesen, reisen raise, cause, is,  
    size 
 - end of words, or doubled das, lassen gas, mass 
 


